
Previous: 6,464.1 PSEi change: 2.80%

High: 6,702.8 Best: GTCAP +7.78%

Low: 6,477.2 2nd best: JGS +5.86%

Close: 6,644.8 2nd worst: FGEN  0.00%

Val. traded (mn): 6,390.6 Worst: MER -1.66%

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months -0.0138 1.1131 5 years -0.0067 2.7375

6 months -0.0042 1.5061 7 years -0.0125 2.9390

1 year -0.0159 1.7786 10 years -0.0109 3.0162

2 years +0.0079 2.0551 20 years -0.0044 3.9459

3 years -0.0060 2.3078 30 years -0.0006 3.9131

4 years -0.0057 2.5450

Previous Close Previous Close

PHP/USD 48.400 48.310 EUR/USD 1.1726 1.1726

Tenor Change Yield Tenor Change Yield

3 months - 0.0862 5 years -0.0016 0.3259

6 months -0.0025 0.0913 10 years - 0.7629

2 years - 0.1447 30 years -0.0174 1.5236

Philippine peso

November 6, 2020

LOCAL MARKETS

Key Events PSEi Snapshot

Equities

Bond Market Movement

Fixed Income

Local equities continued to rally on the back of the US Presidential elections. Local fixed income yields declined and the Philippine peso strengthened on 

higher-than-expected inflation.

Foreign Exchange

OVERSEAS MARKETS

Global Markets

US Treasuries

Global equities rose and the US dollar weakened on the back of risk-on sentiment as the Presidential election in the US progressed with investors expecting a 

Democratic win. US Treasury yields were flat as the Fed decided to keep the policy rate unchanged. 

 Local fixed income yields declined after the latest inflation data picked up to
2.5% in October. On average, yields fell 0.66 bps DoD and were led by the belly
which decreased by 0.77 bps.

 Local equities rallied on continued optimism from the US elections where the
market is pricing in a Joe Biden win. This would lead to easing trade relations
with China. The recent rally pushed the index to its highest level since March.
The PSEI closed at 6,644.77 (+2.80% DoD).

 Preliminary data from the Philippine Statistics Authority showed that
headline inflation rose to 2.5% in October from 2.3% the previous month. This
is the fastest pace recorded since the 2.7% inflation posted in July 2020 and
falls between the 2.0% to 4.0% target of the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas. The
pick-up was attributed to the faster rise in prices of food and non-alcoholic
beverages.

 PLDT Inc (PSE Ticker: TEL) reported 3rd quarter net income of Php7.41
billion, a 95% spike YoY. This brought the company's year-to-date net income
to Php19.69 billion, a 23% increase compared to the same period last year.
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 US equities continued to rise as investors focused on the US presidential election.
The Presidential candidate of the Democrats marched closer to 270 after winning
Wisconsin and Michigan. The DJIA closed at 28,390.18 (+1.95% DoD) while the
S&P 500 closed at 3,510.45 (+1.95% DoD).

 Asian equities gained as the US election progressed. The MSCI APxJ closed at
601.45 (+2.56% DoD).

 European equities rose, following US equities, as the Presidential election in the
US progressed. Investors seem to be betting on a Democratic win. This is viewed to
be less likely to implement sweeping economic changes. The MSCI Europe closed
at 121.51 (+0.95% DoD).

 US Treasury yields were flat following the decision of the Fed to keep its interest
rate near zero. Market investors were also on the sidelines as they focused on the
Presidential race. On average, US Treasury yields fell by 0.36 DoD, with the 2Y
ending at 0.1447% (0.00 bps) and the 10Y closing at 0.7629% (0.00 bps).

 The U.S. Dollar continued to weaken amid risk-on sentiment as the market awaited
the final result of the US elections. As of yesterday, Democrat candidate Joe Biden
inched closer to victory as the margin of electoral counts between him and Donald
Trump widened. The DXY closed at 92.642 (-0.122%).

 The Philippine peso strengthened following the release of the latest October
inflation data. The partial result of the US election favoring Joe Biden also drove
positive sentiment due to expectations of more US stimulus. The USD/PHP pair
closed at 48.310 (-0.19%).


